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Ama (Sawiyanu) Language  [AMM] 
Ambunti –  East Sepik Province 

Left May (Arai)  Phylum-Level Family 

Population census: 475 (1990) 

Major villages: Ama, Wopolu I, Wopolu II (Nokonufa), Kauvia (Kawiya), Yonuwai 

Linguistic work done by: SIL (1973-1991) 
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Phonemic and Orthographic Inventory 

a e ɸ h i k kʷ  ɭ m n ɒ ɔ p s t o  u w j  
a i f h i k kw  l m n o o p s t u,uo u w y  
A I F H I K Kw  L M N O O P S T U,Uo U W Y  

Consonants 
 
   Bilab LabDen Dental Alveo Postalv Retro Palatal Velar Uvular Pharyn Glottal 

Plosive p    t     k     
Nasal m   n        
Trill            
Tap/Flap            
Fricative  ɸ    s        h  
Lateral 
Fricative 

           
Approx       j     
Lateral 
Approx 

     ɭ      
Ejective 
Stop 

           
Implos            

/w/      voiced labial-velar approximant  

/kʷ/    voiceless unaspirated labialised velar plosive 

p pau 'chestband' 
apu 'tail' 
  

m ma 'possum' 
imo 'speech' 
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ɸ fau 'look out!' 
afoi 'sago shoot' 
  

w wamo 'mosquito' 
iwo 'water' 
  

t ta 'fire' 
atino 'his, her mother' 
  

n nu 'house' 
iyanoko 'pain' 
  

s sa 'rain' 
asi 'ground' 
  

ɭ la 'fish' 
alu 'child' 
  

k ku 'mark' 
ako 'to get (dual)' 
  

kʷ kwami 'my sweetheart' 
pukwai 'hear!' 
  

h hani 'what?' 
yohapou 'bean' 
  

j yu 'mountain' 
siyoli 'big' 

Vowels 
 
i       u 
        
e       o 
        
       ɔ 
        
   a    ɒ 

i isauno 'tongue' 
siyolo 'name' 
koloni 'animal' 
  

e iwo 'water' 
kiki 'saw him' 
fonopi 'tobacco' 
  

a ano 'to get (sg)' 
anapo 'barren' 
uluwa 'to wash' 
  

u unu 'to shoot him' 
puwo 'up' 
alu 'child' 
  

o - 
tuno 'skin' 
motu 'true' 
uo 'bird' 
- 
tuo 'sago' 
  

ɔ ono 'drum' 
powo 'down river' 
olo 'grub' 
  

ɒ - 
noni 'woman' 
noko 'man' 
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Diphthongs: 
  

ai aino 'pandana fruit' 
itouniyaimo 'good' 
lolai 'today' 
  

au auwa 'my brother' 
isauno 'tongue' 
kau 'to take him away' 
  

 
ɒi - 
konoiso 'later today' 
moi 'we (incl), you (pl)' 
  

ɒu - 
nouwotono 'his, her foster father' 
aluwou 'dog' 

/ai/                    /au/ 

/ɒi/                    /ɒu/ 

                       

Suprasegmentals (tone, stress, length) 

Suprasegmentals are marked in the phonetic writing only where relevant for the discussion. 

 

Stress 

Stress is non-phonemic for the following reasons:  

A syllable containing the vowel phoneme /a/ is always stressed. 

       nako  [ʼnakɒ]   'blood' 

       ani    [ʼanɪ]        'louse' 

A syllable containing the vowel phoneme /ɒ/ ([ə], [ʌ], and [ɒ]) is only stressed if there are no 
other vowels present in the word. 

       noni  [nəʼnɪ]   'woman' 

       aniyopa  [ʌnɪjʌʼpa]   'forever' 

       noko   [nʌʼkɒ]   'man' 

/i/ and /u/ may be stressed if there are no heavier syllables present.  If both occur in a word /i/ is 
the heavier. 

        ilolu   [ʼɪɭʌɭʊ]   'cargo' 
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It has been found that all vowels and diphthongs can be arranged in a hierarchy of heaviness.  A 
heavy vowel or diphthong attracts stress and a light vowel or diphthong repels stress.  Starting 
with the heaviest the hierarchy is as follows: 

       /ai/ , /au/       uluwakai  [ʊɭʊwaˈkaɪ]   'to be washed' 

       /a/                 auwatono   [ʌuˈwatənɔ]   'his, her brother' 

       /ɒi/,  /ɒu/       aluwou  [ʌɭʊwɒˈu]   'dog' 

       /i/, /e/           ilolu   [ʼɪɭʌɭʊ]    'cargo' 

       /u/, /o/          usukono  [ʊˈsukʊnɔ]   'to fall' 

       /ɒ/,  /ɔ/          solo  [səˈɭɒ]     'to laugh'   

 

If a two or more syllable word contains only one kind of vowel the last occurrence tends to 
attract the stress. 

      unu  [ʊʼnu]   'to shoot him'  

There are certain suffixes that attract stress and seemingly bypass at least part of the above 
hierarchy.  Some of them are:     

       -ko    / ̄kɒ/  'dual or compound plural object'       tosiko   [təsɪˈkɒ]    'drinks' 

       -kono   / ̄kɒnɒ/   'down'                              tamukono  [təmʊˈknɒ]     'goes down' 

       -yo     / ̄jɔ/   'mowing towards'        kawiyo tumo  [kɐwɪˈjɔtʊmɔ]    'to come bringing him'  

 

A phonological word is defined as having one stressed syllable.     

 

Tone 

There is phonemic word tone on one and two syllable words. 

The contrastive patterns are a rising and a rising-falling tone pattern over the word. 

        i   [ ́ɪ]  'string bag'                               amu   [ʌmú]   'nose' 

         i   [ɪ]̂   'tooth'                                     amu  [ʌmû]   'moon' 

 

Length 

Length is non-phonemic.  Stressed syllables have longer vowels. 
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         anu  [ʌˈnuː]   'there' 

 

 

 

 

Nasalisation 

Nasalisation is non-phonemic as all vowels preceded by a nasal consonant are nasalised until a 
non-nasal consonant occurs in the word to break nasalisation.  /j/ and /w/ do not break 
nasalisation, however. 

             noni  [nəñɪ]̃   'woman' 

             noko  [nʌk̃ɒ]   'man' 

             niyou  [nɪj̃ɒ̃ũ]    'nest' 

There is, however, one exception:     a [ã]   'tree'. 

Syllable Patterns 

V a 'tree' i.mau 'black palm'  

VV ai 'sick' ai.no 'pandana'  

CV sa 'rain' si.ya 'another' a.ti.no 'his, her mother' to.pi.yo 'wallaby'  

CVV fai 'yesterday' foi.na.li.ko 'to look' i.sau.no 'tongue' fi.you 'thigh'  

Conventions: Phonological 

Consonants 

/n/    [ŋ] occurs before /k/ instead of /n  ̟vowel/ in rapid speech:  tinoki  [tɪŋke]  'we (excl)        
came' 
        [n] occurs elsewhere 

/ɸ/    [ʍ]  occurs before /u/ : fu  [ʍu]  'pig' 

        [ɸ] occurs elsewhere 

/s/     is more retracted, [s]̠, than the corresponding English sound 

/h/    is extremely rare and occurs only preceding /a/, except for loanwords: hani  [hanɪ] 'what'            
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/ɭ/      [r]  occurs following / ̟ʋ/.  It also occurs in free variation with [ɭ] following /sʋ/:   

    tolo  [trɒ]   'to stand',  soli  [səɾɪ], [səɭɪ]   'black' 

        [ɭ]  occurs elsewhere 

/kʷ/    occurs only morpheme initially preceding /a/, /ai/, and /ɒ/. 

 

Vowels 

All back vowels are more spread than rounded.  However, the phonetic symbols used are the 
ones symbolising roundness as they are more widely used. 

/i/      the phonetic manifestation of this phoneme is  [ɪ] 
/e/      the phonetic manifestation is slightly raised  

/a/    [ɐ] may occur in the first syllable of words of more than one syllable:  anoi  [ɐnʌɪ]  'my                 
    mother'    
       [a]   ocurs elsewhere 

/u/    [ʊ]    occurs in unstressed positions:  mulu  [mʊˈɭu]   'heart' 

        [u]  occurs elsewhere 

/ɒ/    [̄]  silence occurs in unstressed positions between the consonants p-l, f-l, m-l, t-l, k-l and  

f-n, m-n, k-n.  Varying degrees of [ə] may be heard between the consonants depending perhaps 
on the vowel following, how far from the stressed syllable the sequence is, and also the strength 
of the sequence itself.  f-l, m-l, t-l, and m-n tend not to draw as closely together as the others:  
kokolo  [kəkɭɒ]  'afraid' 

        [ə]   tends to occur  in CV syllables preceding the stressed syllable in a word.  It does not 

occur in a syllable where the onset is /w/ or /j/.  It does not occur word initially or finally: 

totopolimo  [tətəˈpɭɪmɔ]  'sews' 

        [ʌ]   tends to occur in syllables following the stressed syllable of a word, but may also 

precede the stressed syllable.  It also tends to occur unstressed in syllables where the onset is /w/ 

or /j/.  It does not occur word finally:  amoloki  [ˈɐmɭʌkɪ]  'night',  iyolo  [ˈɪjʌɭɒ]  'tree sp.'     (For 

initial [ʌ] see orthographical conventions.) 

        [ɒ]  occurs elsewhere 

  

Diphthongs 
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/ai/ and /au/ have the stress on the first vowel,  [ˈaɪ], [ˈau] 

/ɒi/ and /ɒu/ have the stress on the second vowel, except for the allophone [ɛɪ] ;  [ʌˈɪ], [ʌˈu], [ˈɛɪ]   
/ɒi/   [ˈɛɪ]  occurs in free variation with [ʌˈɪ] especially non-final:  konoi [knʌˈɪ]  'now',          

    konoiso  [ˈknɛɪsɒ]   'later today'  

         [ʌˈɪ]  occurs elsewhere   

/ɒu/   [ɒˈu]  occurs following /w/:  aluwou [ʌɭuwɒˈu]  'dog' 

        [ʌˈu]  occurs elsewhere  

Conventions: Orthographic 

Phonemic tone is not written. 

Based on psycholinguistic testing we are under-differentiating as follows: 

/i/    and   /e/  are both written <i>. 

/u/ and /o/ are both written <u>.  This is done only in words of more than one syllable.  In one-

syllable words /o/ is written as <uo>. 

/ɔ/ and /ɒ / are both written <o>. 

The phonemes /e/, /o/, and /ɔ/ are relatively rare. 

Also based on psycholinguistic testing word initial /ɒ/, /ɒi/, and /ɒu/ are written as <a>, >ai>, and 
<au> respectively. 

To facilitate reading some long words, especially verbs with more than one stem, are written as 
two or more words. 

     tano manono  /t - anɔ - mɒnɔ - nɔ/        'they keep on working' 
                              pres-work-go-they 

Transcription of a recorded passage 

/ɸɒnɒpe mo sijɒɭi naɭi nɔ || nɒkɒni ɸɒnɒpe ta nɒ muɭu mɔ ewɒ mi sijɒɭi tɒpi || uɭai nɒmɒnɒinɒ 
mɔ | nɒkɒ kɔmasɔ mɔ ɸɒnɒpe aɭi mɒɭɒpɒi na tikaijaɭɔ manɒnɔ | isisɔ || uɭai ɸɒnɒpe mɔ kɒijau | 
ai mɔ japɒɭe naɭi nɔ || kʷaimɔ muwɒi | naɭi nɔ || nɒmɒnɒinɔ nɒkɒ nɒkɒɭaɭɔ mɔ japɒɭe na 
tɒkɒɭikaɭimɒi | jau jau || wɒli ijaɭi | na pa sainɒwɔ | ninani imɒ mɔ ||  
uɭai ɸɒnɒpe ta nɒ muɭu mɔ sijɒɭi naɭi nɒ || nɒmɒnɒinɒ ɸɒnɒpe isi mi mɔ sijɒɭisɔ na tanɔmanɒnɔ 
| nɒkɒ nɒkɒɭaɭɒ mɔ || nɒkɒ mɔ ɸɒnɒpe ta nɒ muɭu sasɔ nɒkɒta mɔ | aɸɒnimaisɔ nɔ mɒɭɒi 
jɒusimɒnɒi || nɒni mani | ainɒsɔ naɭi nɔ || ɸɒnɒpeni ai mɔ tauwɒi si || sija mɔ muɭu tɒnɒnɒkɒ 
|| sija mɔ imɒ mɒɭɒ sijɒɭi || sija mɔ muɭu ɸuɸɒɭekɒ muɭu /  
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< Fonopi mo siyoli nali no. Nokoni fonopi ta no mulu mo iwo mi siyoli topi. Ulai no monoi no 
mo, noko komaso mo fonopi ali molopoi na tikaiyalo manono, isiso. Ulai fonopi mo koiyau, ai 
mo yapoli nali no. Kwaimo muwoi, nali no. No monoi no noko nokolalo mo yapoli na 
tokolikalimoi, yau yau. Woli iyali, na pa sainowo, ninani imo mo.  

Ulai fonopi ta no mulu mo siyoli nali no. No monoi no fonopi isi mi mo siyoliso na tano 
manono, noko nokolalo mo. Noko mo fonopi ta no mulu saso nokota mo, afonimaiso no moloi 
yousi monoi? Noni mani, ainoso nali no. Fonopini ai mo tauwoi si. Siya mo mulu tononoko. Siya 
mo imo molo siyoli. Siya mo mulu fufoliko mulu. >  

 

'Tobacco is a big thing. A man's desire for smoking tobacco is like a big food. So unfortunately 
all men keep planting tobacco plants in their gardens. But tobacco is bad; it causes sickness. It 
really is not a good thing. So people keep dying. My friends, you must get to know this.  

But their desire for smoking tobacco is strong. Therefore people keep working hard in their 
gardens to grow tobacco. If a man wants to smoke tobacco, how can he sit idle? The same goes 
for a woman. Tobacco causes three sicknesses. One is breathing difficulties. One is a serious 
cough. One is losing one's memory.'  
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